**interACT** helps in creating a platform inside the organization for creating meaningful and Interactive Moderated Meeting Sessions in a structured manner.

The product is built with the concept of creating multiple Guest and Moderators who can moderate and answer questions and comments from various users in the organization on a particular topic.

Works with all computers that have Internet access. A browser is all that is required to join the session and actively participate.

There is no need to download, install, or configure anything.

Supports multiple Guests, multiple Moderators for each session and allow multiple sessions to be carried out simultaneously.

**interACT** has the capabilities to allow questions to be moderated by multiple moderators and answered by multiple guests.

Guests and moderators will get a transcript of the entire conversation via email. The same could be then shared with the other members in the organization.

Sessions can be scheduled by administrators and session creators. The session can be extended at the discretion of the moderator.
**interACT** is a user-friendly, data-rich, innovative application with live help links, provides a platform for a structured discussion on a real-time interaction network.

**interACT** supports various users with multiple guests and moderators. Invitations for a session can be sent out by guests or moderators. Users receive notification via emails and join the session and pose multiple questions. Sessions, users are practically unlimited.

Moderators approve or disapprove questions before posting to the guest. Moderators direct relevant questions to appropriate guests and avoid overflow of the queue of questions. Instant comprehensive report of the approved, disapproved, answered and unanswered questions is made available to users. Users get transcript of the entire conversation via email.

The session summary is available to all the participants for future reference and helps create an effective organizational communication tool.

- Eco friendly application, saves operating cost, time and energy.
- Enhances productivity, profitability and revenue.
- Simplifies business processes by eliminating communication complexities.
- Helps reduce travel bills and carbon emissions, lowers the expense on telephone channel, enables a unified workspace, provides anytime, anywhere, borderless and secure mobility experience.
- Efficient formal communication tool, accelerates decision making.
- Powerful training solution, helps employees connect with the information and expertise needed in the real-time using their favorite tool.

**Ease of deployment**

- Use existing database to store repository.
- Rapid deployment capability helps.
- Long term organization goals.
- Transcript of the session is sent back to the moderators and guests.
- Inform users about the application and provide for users to create sessions.
- Users create sessions on their own and notification mail will be sent.
- Create many sessions that can run in parallel.
- Create many Sessions that can run in parallel.
- Multiple sessions.
- Multiple moderators can filter and approve questions from users.
- Each session can have more than one expert guest answering.
- Supports enterprise wide users.

**Generate minutes of the meeting on the fly**

- Complete session transcripts / database is made available as reference point, ready reckoner, which makes it an effective support channel and problem solving tool.
- Bridges the gap between the resource and individuals in the real time regardless of their location.
- Useful for all size and all kinds of business enterprises and institutes with centralized or multi location set-ups.
- Any company or organization with a hierarchical structure that needs to manage organizational communication more effectively can benefit from this application.